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A Resolution

To Urge and Request Blue Light Glasses funding to be put on the Spring 2021 Ballot

WHEREAS, as representatives elected by the Student Body, we advocate for their needs and request; and: and
WHEREAS, to appropriately stand for their values we suggest placing this initiative to fund Blue Light Glasses on the Spring 2021 Ballot to have students vote for how they would like their money spent; and
WHEREAS, to appropriately stand for their values we suggest placing this initiative to relieve students of eye strain, fatigue, and overall discomfort. Due to classes being moved online, students are using laptops, tablets, and phones more often, which can lead to irritation and lack of motivation; and

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED BY THE LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY STUDENT SENATE SENATE, that Student

SGR 13
Government create a question for the founding of Blue Light Glasses on the Spring 2021 Ballot according to SGC R 34 to be voted on.

THIS RESOLUTION SHALL TAKE EFFECT UPON PASSAGE by a simple majority (one-half plus one) vote of the LSU Student Senate and signature by the Student Body President, upon lapse of time for presidential action, or if vetoed by the President and subsequently approved by the Senate, on the date of such approval.

APPROVED:

Marina Cole
Speaker of the Senate

DATE: 3/4/21

Stone Cox
Student Body President

DATE: 3/4/21